APPLICATION GUIDE
Everest Trade Paints - High Build Polyurethane (PU) Resin-Based Garage

Floor Paint

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SURFACE PREPARATION
● Wash the floor using a degreasing solution. Rinse the floor until it’s clean. If the floor is
particularly dirty, is very smooth or power floated, then it must be either mechanically
abraded or treated with an etching acid. Remove as much concrete dust as possible
before application.
● To check whether the etching has worked, pour water onto the concrete to see if it
absorbs. If the water beads on the surface, you will need to repeat the etching process.
● If there are any holes or cracks in the concrete, fill them using a trowel and patch
compound. Let it dry before continuing.
● Ensure the surface to be painted is cleaned thoroughly and remove as much concrete
dust as possible before application, This can be done by brushing to loosen the dust
and vacuuming the dust, It’s also recommended to pressure wash beforehand if
possible.
● Make sure the surface is completely dry before the next steps.

APPLICATION
● If you need to mask off areas this is the time to do so.
● It may be necessary to cut the edges of the walls /pillars and posts/doorways with a
hand paint brush first. This will reduce the chance of paint splatter from your floor
roller. However, experienced contractors may feel they can skip this process.
● Before application, thoroughly stir the floor paint with a metal mixing paddle drill
attachment, This will ensure the anti-slip particles within the product is mixed correctly
and not settled at the bottom of the container.
● We recommend this product is applied with a medium pile double armed roller kit with
extension pole, this makes application easier and prevents bending of the roller arm. A
paint brush can be used on edges and hard to reach areas.
● Apply one coat of Everest Trade Paints Floor Primer and Sealer Paint using a floor
roller. Allow at least 8 hours for the Everest Trade Paints Floor Primer and Sealer Paint
to fully absorb into the concrete and dry.
● We recommend applying two coats for the best result and performance.
Apply two coats of topcoat using a roller. Apply in thin, even coats for the best results,
this will minimise drying times and result in a more durable coating.
Make sure the paint is completely touch dry before applying a following coat and leave
a minimum of 24 hours after finishing the final coat, before any vehicles or heavy
machinery is allowed onto the floor.

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS
Store away from heat and naked flames. Secure lid between uses to prevent paint hardening.
Store away from frost.

For further assistance please contact our technical
department on 0800 043 8220

